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Resonant excitation and control of high order dispersive nonlinear waves
L. Friedland
Racah Institute of Physics, Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 91904 Jerusalem, Israel

~Received 30 September 1997; accepted 24 November 1997!

Autoresonant excitation of high order nonlinear waves with space–time varying parameters is
investigated. A class of driven, two-component nonlinear waves described by the variational
principle is studied in detail. The autoresonance in the system proceeds as an external eikonal pump
wave excites a nonlinear daughter wave after crossing the linear resonance surface. Beyond the
linear resonance, the pump and the daughter waves stay phase locked in an extended region of
space–time despite the variation of the system’s parameters. The theory of the autoresonance is
developed on the bases of the averaged variational principle and comprises a generalization of the
formalism for scalar fields. The relation of the wave autoresonance problem to an associated two
degrees of freedom problem in nonlinear dynamics is discussed. The conditions for the stable
autoresonant solutions are~a! the adiabaticity of the driven system and~b! a sufficient nonlinearity.
The theory is applied to the problem of resonant excitation and control of a Korteweg–de Vries
~KdV! wave by means of launching an external pump wave with space–time varying frequency and
wave vector. Numerical examples for temporal and spatial autoresonance in this system are
presented. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1070-664X~98!01103-3#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The problem of excitation and control of nonline
waves having well defined properties in systems with spa
time varying parameters is of interest to many branches
physics. Recently~see Ref. 1 and references therein!, a solu-
tion to this problem was suggested via the autoresonant
linear mode conversion, i.e., by driving the adiabatica
varying system by an external eikonal~pump! wave and gen-
erating a nonlinear daughter wave as the two waves reso
in a region of space–time. This excitation process does
require seeding the daughter wave outside the resonan
gion and evolves similarly to the linear mode conversion,2 as
long as the amplitude of the daughter wave is small enou
Nevertheless, a new phenomenon may take place when
amplitude grows and the nonlinearity becomes importa
i.e., the self-adjustment of the daughter wave parame
leading to the preservation of the daughter-pump wave re
nance in an extended region of space–time despite the v
tion of system’s parameters. This phenomenon is the m
signature of the wave autoresonance in the system. In
autoresonance the daughter and the pump waves are p
locked and, therefore, by shaping the space–time variatio
the frequency and/or the wave vector of the pump, one
control the characteristic parameters of the nonlinear wa
The conditions for entering and sustaining the autoresona
were studied in detail in Ref. 1.

The general formalism1 of the wave autoresonance wa
developed for a class of driven nonlinear waves described
the variational principle,

dS E E LdxdtD50, ~1!

with the Lagrangian

L5L~ut ,ux ,u,q!1«ub cosc~x,t !. ~2!
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Hereu5u(x,t) is a scalar wave field,q5q(x,t) represents a
set of adiabatically varying parameters in the nonlinear s
tem,b cosc describes the eikonal pump wave with adiaba
cally varying amplitudeb(x,t), wave vectork0(x,t)[cx

and frequencyv0(x,t)[2c t , and« is a small coupling pa-
rameter. Lagrangian~2! yields the following variational evo-
lution equation for the field variable:

] t~Lut
!1]x~Lux

!2Lu5«b cosc, ~3!

i.e., a second order partial differential equation~PDE!.
Therefore, the theory of Ref. 1 cannot be used in study
driven wave problems involving higher order space–time
rivatives of the wave field, or when one deals with driv
systems of equations involving several fields. These hig
order problems, in many cases, can still be formulated
terms of the variational principle with the unperturbed L
grangian depending onN(N.1) field variables and having
the form

L5L~ut
1,ux

1,u1;ut
2,ux

2,u2;...;ut
N ,ux

N ,uN;q!. ~4!

The corresponding variational evolution system is

] t~Lu
t
i !1]x~Lu

x
i !2Lui5«dmib cosc; i 51,...,N, ~5!

where, for simplicity, only themth equation is driven exter
nally. The driven ion acoustic wave problem in a plasma i
well known example allowing the variational formulatio
~4!. Indeed, in terms of the one-dimensional, time depend
cold fluid model for plasma ions and Maxwellian electron
this problem is described by the following normalized m
mentum, continuity and Poisson equations:3

ut1uux52fx1«b cosc,

nt1~nu!x50, ~6!

fxx5ef2n.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The driving term in the first equation in~6! may represent,
for instance, the ponderomotive effect of external high f
quency electromagnetic pump waves. By introducing the
tential representationu[Cx , one finds that system~6! fol-
lows from the variational principle~1! for the three field
variables n, C, and f with the Lagrangian L5L
1«ub cosc, where

L~n;C t ,Cx ;f t ,fx ,f!

5n@f1C t1
1
2~Cx!

21C#2 1
2 ~fx!

22ef, ~7!

and C is an arbitrary constant. Another famous example
the third order driven Korteweg–de Vries~KdV! equation
which, at certain conditions,3 can be reduced from~6!,

h t1hx16hhx1hxxx5«b cosc. ~8!

If, again, one introduces the potential representationh[vx

in Eq. ~8! and defines the second field variableu[vxx , one
arrives at the variational problem~1! for the fieldsu and v
with L5L1«vb cosc, where the unperturbed Lagrangia
is

L~u,ux ;v t ,vx!5 1
2v tvx1 1

2vx
21vx

31vxux1 1
2u

2. ~9!

Autoresonant excitation of nonlinear waves in the driv
KdV system~8! was first studied by Aranson, Meerson, a
Tajima4 for the case of a slow temporal variation of th
driving frequency and a constant wave vector. The conv
tional perturbation expansion approach based on the adi
ticity of the frequency and the smallness of the coupl
parameter« was used in solving the problem. Autoresona
transition to solitary wave solutions was predicted by
theory and observed numerically. In the present work,
shall study the autoresonance in more general driven t
field systems described by Lagrangians of the form

L5L~ut ,ux ,u;v t ,vx ;q!1«bv cosc~x,t ! ~10!

and, similarly to the approach of Ref. 1, apply the Whitham
averaged variational principle5 in the problem. The choice o
one of the field variables to enter the unperturbed Lagrang
in ~10! via its derivatives only~the potential field! is impor-
tant, since fields of this type lead to nontrivial consequen
in the theory~see below!. Other driven wave problems in
volving more field variables of both types@e.g., system~6!#,
as well as, higher dimensional cases and different type
couplings to the pump wave can be treated similarly. O
goal is to find conditions for generating nonlinear wav
comprising quasiuniform wavetrain solutions of the unp
turbed («50) problem~5!, which are phase locked with th
pump wave, i.e., have almost the same frequencies and w
vectors as the pump despite the space–time variation o
system’s parameters. We shall see that the method base
the averaged variational principle5 is a natural tool in study-
ing the multidimensional autoresonance since it reveals
underlying Hamiltonian structure of the driven wave pro
lem by relating it to that in the Hamiltonian dynamics.

The scope of the theory will be as follows. In Sec. II w
shall construct the averaged variational principle for study
the autoresonance in systems described by Lagrangian
the form ~10!. We shall apply this principle in Sec. III an
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make the above-mentioned dynamical connection in
problem. The slow evolution equations for the driven tw
field system will be also derived in Sec. III. Section IV wi
be devoted to finding autoresonant solutions of the s
equations and studying the stability of these solutions.
shall illustrate our variational theory by applying it to th
driven KdV system in Sec. V. In the same section we sh
present numerical examples and comparisons with the
dictions of the weakly nonlinear theory. Finally, Sec. V
gives our conclusions.

II. TWO-SCALE REPRESENTATION OF RESONANTLY
DRIVEN WAVES

The Lagrangian~10! yields the following variational
system of equations for the field variablesu andv:

] t~Lut
!1]x~Lux

!2Lu50, ~11!

] t~Lv t
!1]x~Lvx

!5«b cosc. ~12!

We assume the existence of two small parameters in
system, i.e., the coupling parameter« and the dimensionles
parameters characterizing the adiabaticity ofq and of the
frequency and wave vectorv0 ,k0 of the pump wave. It will
be shown later that, in the autoresonance,s!« and, there-
fore, our theory is, basically, the perturbation analysis
terms of the largest small parameter«. Thus, following
Whitham,5 we introduce the two-scale representation of t
field u,

u~x,t !5U~u,X,T!. ~13!

HereX5«x, T5«t are the slow variables andu is the fast
phase variable, which will be identified later with the cano
cal angle variable of a certain dynamical system. We sh
also assume that the daughter and the pump waves are p
locked, i.e.,u5c(t,x)1F, whereuFu,2p and scales with
x,t asF5F(«1/2t,«1/2x). This scaling is one of the charac
teristic features of the autoresonance~see Sec. IV! and guar-
antees that the frequencyv[2u t5v0(T,X)1dv and the
wave vectork[ux5k0(X,T)1dk of the nonlinear wave, to
leading order, are as those of the pump and that the
quency and the wave vector shiftsdv[2F t and dk[Fx

are of O(«1/2), but, at the same time, their space–time d
rivatives are ofO(«).

In contrast tou, the potential fieldv is chosen to have
the form

v~x,t !5j~x,t !1V~u,X,T!, ~14!

where only the wave-like partV(u,X,T) depending onu is
phase locked with the pump wave. At the same time,j(x,t)
is a fast secular component, withb[jx andg[2j t viewed
as functions of the slow variables only, i.e.,b5b(X,T) and
g5g(X,T). We shall see, after making the dynamical co
nection in our problem, that this difference betweenu andv
is a natural result of a certain canonical transformation. T
presence of the secular partj(x,t) in v, i.e., of another de-
pendent variable in the problem, is the main addition in
theory characteristic of potential fields only.

At this stage, by differentiation, we have
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ut52vUu1«UT ,

ux5kUu1«UX ,
~15!

v t52g2vVu1«VT ,

vx5b1kVu1«VX .

This result can be used to rewrite the evolution Eqs.~11!,
~12! in the form

2vL1u1kL2u2L01«~L1T1L2X!50, ~16!

2vL3u1kL4u1«~L3T1L4X!5«b cosc, ~17!

where L0,1,2[Lu ,Lut
,Lux

and L3,4[Lv t
,Lvx

. Note that the
arguments ofLi are as in

Li~2vUu1«UT ,kUu1«UX ,U;
~18!

2g2vVu1«VT ,b1kVu1«VX ;q),

so, formally,Li5Li(u,X,T) ~recall thatv[2u t andk[ux!.
The next two important steps of the Whitham’s meth

are~a! viewing u, X, andT as independent variables and~b!
assuming 2p-periodicity of U andV with respect tou. The
reasoning behind the periodicity assumption will be giv
below, when we shall identifyu with the canonical angle
variable of a certain dynamical problem. Now, we multip
Eq. ~16! by Uu and Eq. ~17! by Vu and add the results
yielding

@Uu~2vL11kL2!1Vu~2vL31kL4!2L#u

1«@~UuL11VuL3!T1~UuL21VuL4!X#5«Vub cosc.
~19!

Similarly, Eq. ~17! can be rewritten as

~2vL31kL4!u1«~L3T1L4X!5«b cosc. ~20!

At this stage, we replacec by u2F in the right-hand side
~RHS! in Eqs. ~19! and ~20!, average with respect tou and
use the periodicity assumption, obtaining

~ I 11I 3!T1~ I 21I 4!X5b^Vu cos~u2F!& ~21!

and

J3T1J4X50, ~22!

where

I 1,2[^UuL1,2&,

I 3,4[^VuL3,4&, ~23!

J3,4[^L3,4&,

and ^•••&[(2p)21*0
2p(•••)du. Finally, we expand

V(u,X,T)5(an(X,T)exp(inu) and evaluate the average
the RHS in Eq.~21!,

~ I 11I 3!T1~ I 21I 4!X52a sin~F1c0!, ~24!

wherea[bua1u and c0[Arg(a1). At this stage, formally,
one can include the slow anglec0 in ~24! in the phase mis-
matchF and, therefore, without the loss of generality, we
c0[0 in the following.

Equations~22! and ~24! describe the wave evolution o
the slow variation scale and comprise an important pair
t

f

evolution equations in the theory of autoresonance. Ad
tional slow equations can be obtained by constructing
averaged variational principle. To this end, we observe t
an alternative formulation of the evolution Eqs.~16! and~17!
is via the variational principle

dE E ^L &dXdT50, ~25!

where

^L &5~2p!21E
0

2p

@L~2vUu1«UT ,kUu

1«UX ,U;2g2vVu1«VT ,b1kVu1«VX ;q!

2«bVu sin~u2F!#du. ~26!

Equation ~25! comprises the exact form of the Whitham
averaged variational principle5 for our problem. Finding the
remaining slow evolution equations for studying the a
toresonance in the system involves using~25! with the aver-
aged Lagrangian~26! evaluated to first order in the sma
parameter«. We shall present this perturbation analysis
the following section.

III. SLOW EVOLUTION EQUATIONS

We proceed our analysis from studying the unperturb
constant parameters problem described by the same Lagr
ian as in the integrand in~26!, but with «50, i.e.,

L05L~2vUu
0,kUu

0,U;2g2vVu
0,b1kVu

0;q!, ~27!

whereU0(u,X,T) and V0(u,X,T) denote the fields of this
unperturbed problem. The LagrangianL0 yields the follow-
ing evolution equations:

2vL1u
0 1kL2u

0 2L0
050, ~28!

2vL3u
0 1kL4u

0 50, ~29!

where Liu
0 ( i 5124) represent evaluations ofLi at ut

52vUu
0, ux5kUu

0, v t52g2vVu
0, andvx5b1kVu

0.
Note that Eqs.~22! and ~23! comprise a set of ordinary

differential equations inu, while T and X are held fixed in
these equations. It is convenient to treat this one-dimensio
~in u! two degrees of freedom problem~u and v! by the
usual Hamiltonian formalism. To this end, we introduce
auxiliary time variablet of the unperturbed problem viaut

52v ~then, Ut
0[2vUu

0 and Vt
0[2vVu

0!, view L0 as a
function of U, Ut

0, and Vt
0 only, and define the canonica

momenta

pu[
]L0

]Ut
0 5L1

02~k/v!L2
0, pv[

]L0

]Vt
0 5L3

02~k/v!L4 .

~30!

Then, we use~30! for expressingUt
0 andVt

0 via pu and pv

and construct the Hamiltonian

H0~pu,pv,U0![Ut
0pu1Vt

0pv2L0. ~31!

Now, sinceH0 is independent ofV0 ~V0 is a cyclic variable!,
pv is conserved, i.e.,

pv5L3
02~k/v!L45B~X,T!. ~32!
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Furthermore, sinceH0 is independent oft ~autonomous
problem!, it is also conserved,

Ut
0pu1Vt

0pv2L05A~X,T!. ~33!

Consequently, the unperturbed Hamiltonian problem is in
grable.

The most convenient representation of the solutions
our unperturbed problem is obtained by using the consta
of pv and transforming to the canonical action-angle va
ables associated with the reduced problem forU0. The de-
sired canonical transformation is achieved by using the
lowing mixed variables generating functionF(U0,I ;V0,B)
5S(U0,I ,B)1V0B with S defined as

S~U0,I ,B![EU0

pu* @A~ I ,B!,B,U#dU. ~34!

Herepu* (A,B,U) is the solution of~33! ~where one substi-
tutespv5B! for pu, the actionI 5I (A,B) is defined by in-
tegrating over one oscillation of the unperturbed problem

I[~2p!21 R pu* ~A,B,U !dU5I ~A,B!, ~35!

and we invert~35! by writing A5A(I ,B) in the integrand in
Eq. ~34!. The generating functionF defines the canonica
angle variable of the transformed problem, i.e.,u0[FI

5SI , while V0 is transformed into

Ṽ0[FB5V02 f ~ I ,B,U0!, ~36!

wheref [2SB . SinceF does not depend ont explicitly, the
dependent variables of the transformed problem, i.e.,I , B,
u0 and Ṽ0 are governed by the same Hamiltonian~31!,
where one simply expresses the old via the new variab
i.e., H0→H̃05A(I ,B). This Hamiltonian is independent o
u0 andṼ0 and, therefore,I andB, as well as, the frequenc
ut

05AI andṼt
05AB in the unperturbed problem are consta

of t ~but parametrically depend onX,T!. Finally, we go back
to the original field variables of the unperturbed problem a
write them in the form@see Eq.~36!#,

U05U0~u0 ,I ,B,Q!, ~37!

V05Ṽ01 f ~u0 ,I ,B,Q!, ~38!

whereQ represents the set@q,g,b,(k/v)#.
Note that, by definition, the generating functio

S(U0,I ,B) changes byDS52pI during one oscillation of
U0, and, therefore,u0 changes byDu05(DS) I52p, while
f in ~38! does not change, sinceD f 5(DS)B50. Thus, both
U0 and f in Eqs.~37! and ~38! are 2p-periodic functions of
u0. Recall that, originally, we have assumed thatU0 is 2p-
periodic function ofu and, therefore, naturally, we identif
u5u0. Then,

ut
05Al52v. ~39!

Furthermore,V0 was also assumed to be a 2p-periodic func-
tion, but in ~38! it has an aperiodic~secular! componentṼ0.
Nevertheless, we have already introduced the secular tej
in ~14! for field v, so, now, we setṼ050 and, therefore,
-

f
cy
-

l-

s,

t

d

Ṽt
05AB50. ~40!

At this stage, one can justify the presence of a secular term
the solution~14! for the potential fieldv in our original prob-
lem. Simply, in the unperturbed case, the potential field c
responds to a cyclic variable in the associated dynam
problem, which, as shown above, has a monotonic sec
part in addition to the periodic component.

At this stage, we return to the perturbed problem. He
in the variational principle~25!, we use a class of function
U(u,X,T) and V(u,X,T), which are 2p-periodic in u and
slow in x,t ~X5ex, T5et!. But the above-mentioned solu
tions U0(u0 ,I ,B,Q) and V0(u0 ,I ,B,Q) of the unperturbed
problem have exactly these properties, if one again identi
u with u0. Furthermore,U0 andV0 solve theO(e0) problem
and, therefore, toO(e), the solution of the perturbed prob
lem must lie in thee-vicinity of U0 andV0. Thus, toO(e),
one can use the following trial functions in evaluating~26!,

U~u,X,T!5U0~u,I ,B,Q!1eU1~u,X,T!,
~41!

V~u,X,T!5V0~u,I ,B,Q!1eV1~u,X,T!,

whereU1 andV1 are arbitrary, 2p-periodic inu functions of
X,T.

Next, we use~41! in evaluating the averaged Lagrangia
~26! to O(e). Note that, sinceU0 andV0 minimize the ac-
tion functional in ~25! in the solutions function space, th
O(e) additions in~41! will lead to O(e2) corrections in the
averaged Lagrangian~26!. Thus, toO(e), the averaging in
~26! can be accomplished by using the unperturbed soluti
U0 andV0 only. This is an important advantage of the vari
tional method. By expanding toO(e) in ~26! and neglecting
the contributions ofU1 andV1, as explained above, we ob
tain

^L &5L1ea cosF1R, ~42!

whereL[^L0& and

R[e@^UT
0L1

0&1^UX
0L2

0&1^VT
0L3

0&1^VX
0L4

0&#. ~43!

The averaged LagrangianL can be evaluated by averagin
in ~33!, where one substitutesUt

0[2vUu
0, Vt

0[2vVu
0, pu

5pu* (A,B,Q,U0), andpv5B,

L52vI ~A,B,Q!2A. ~44!

Alternatively, by using the definitions~23! and~30!, one can
write

L52vY1kZ2A, ~45!

where

Y[I 1
01I 3

052Lv , Z[I 2
01I 4

05Lk . ~46!

Note that 2vI 52vI 1
01kI2

0, while 2vI 3
01kI4

050. Fur-
thermore, formally, the zero order averaged LagrangianL in
~42! is the same as that used in the theory of free~undriven!
adiabatic modulations of the field equations.5 Therefore, in
studying the autoresonance, one can use the expressio
L ~if known! from that theory.

We observe that̂L & @see~42!# is an object depending on
A,B,j,F and their derivatives~recall thatb[jx , g[2j t ,
v[v02F t , andk[k01Fx!. Variation of ^L & with respect
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to these dependent variables yields the desired system
slow evolution equations in our problem. For instance, va
tions with respect toA andB provide a pair of equations,

LA2eaA cosF2GA50, ~47!

LB2eaB cosF2GB50,

where theO(e) termsG r (r 5A,B) are

G r[Rr2~Rr t
! t2~Rr x

!x . ~48!

We shall see in the next section thatG r can be neglected in
Eqs. ~47! when studying the autoresonance. In contrast,
termseaA,B cosF play an important role in the initial au
toresonant wave excitation stage despite the smallnesse,
sinceaA,B may be large in this stage. Indeed, leta be the
characteristic amplitude of weakly nonlinear oscillations
the fieldsu andv. Then, to lowest order in the amplitude,A
and B are quadratic ina @see the definitions in~32! and
~33!#. At the same time,a scales asa. Therefore,eaA,B

;O(e/a) can be large in the initial excitation stage, whena
is still small. Note that, withoutG r , Eqs.~47! are algebraic in
terms ofA, B, b, g, v, k, andF. Nevertheless, these equ
tions involve partial derivatives ofF implicitly via v[v0

2F t andk5k01Fx . This dependence can be made expli
by using the assumed smallness ofFx,t @;O(e1/2), see be-
low# and expanding in~47! aroundv0 ,k0 ,

YAF t1ZAFx5v0YA2k0ZA111eaA cosF1GA,

YBF t1ZBFx5v0YB2k0ZB1eaB cosF1GB,
~49!

where, to lowest order, all the objects are evaluated
v0 ,k0 .

An additional pair of slow equations in the problem
obtained by taking the variations with respect toF and j
yielding, toO(e),

Yt1Zx52ea sin F, ~50!

2Lgt1Lbx50. ~51!

Remarkably, these equations are not new and correspon
O(e) approximations of~21! and~22!, since, to lowest order
Lg52J3 , Lb5J4 . Note that instead of one of the slo
PDE’s, say Eq.~51!, one can use the algebraic equation,

v~B1Lg!1kLb50, ~52!

which is obtained by averaging in~32!. Finally, it may be
convenient to viewb and g as two dependent variables in
stead of a single variablej. Then, we must complete th
system by the consistency condition

gx1b t50 ~53!

and Eqs.~47! @or, alternatively,~49!#, ~50!, ~52! and ~53!
comprise a complete set forA, B, g, b, andF.

IV. AUTORESONANT SOLUTIONS AND STABILITY

At this stage we proceed to studying the solutions of
slow system~49!, ~50!, ~52!, and~53!. We postpone the dis
cussion of the initial driven wave excitation stage and vi
the termseaA,B cosF in Eqs.~49! as beingO(e). Then, the
necessary condition for the assumed slowness of variatio
of
-

e

f

t

at

to

e

of

the solutionsA, B, b, g, and F in our system is the nea
cancellation of the large algebraic terms inv0YA2k0ZA11
andv0YB2k0ZB in the RHS of Eqs.~49!, since other terms
in these equations are small. Consequently, in discussing
existence of the slowly varying solutions, we proceed fro
the question of existence of auxiliary functions,Ā,B̄,b̄,ḡ
satisfying

v0ȲA2k0Z̄A1150, ~54!

v0ȲB2k0Z̄B50, ~55!

v0~B̄1L̄g!1k0L̄b50, ~56!

ḡx1b̄ t50, ~57!

whereȲA ,Z̄A ,ȲB ,Z̄B ,L̄g ,L̄b denote the evaluations atĀ,
B̄, b̄, andḡ and by using the frequency and the wave vec
v0 , k0 of the pump wave. Let us show that, Eqs.~54!–~57!
yield slowly varying solutions in an extended region
space–time, provided these equations are satisfied on a
in thex,t-plane~the boundary line in the following!. Indeed,
one can eliminateĀ and B̄ from the system by using Eqs
~54! and ~55! and, then, use~56! for expressing ḡ
5G(b̄;x,t), where thex,t dependence enters via the slow
varying parametersv0 ,k0 ,q in the problem. On substituting
G into Eq. ~57! we obtain a PDE forb̄,

Gb̄b̄x1b̄ t52Gx , ~58!

which can be solved along the characteristics originating
the boundary line defined above. The smallness of the R
in Eq. ~58! guarantees the slowness of variation ofb̄ along
the characteristics, i.e., in the entirex,t-region accessible by
the characteristics.

The solutionsĀ, B̄, b̄, and ḡ defined above have a
important physical meaning. They represent the characte
tic parameters of a uniform wavetrain solution in the unp
turbed wave problemU0,V0 @see the definition in~41!#,
should this wavetrain, at any pointx,t, have the frequencyv
and wave vectork equal to those of our pump wave eval
ated at this point, i.e.,v5v0(x,t) andk5k0(x,t). In other
words, we have defined an auxiliary globally resonant q
siuniform wavetrain, with the characteristic parametersĀ, B̄,
b̄, and ḡ adjusted in space–time continuously to prese
the exact resonance with the pump wave.

Now, we return to our original system~49!, ~50!, ~52!,
and~53! for A, B, g, b, andF. We shall see that, at certai
conditions, this system yields solutions in the vicinity ofĀ,
B̄, ḡ, b̄, and 0~modp!, respectively. We shall use the ter
autoresonant solution to represent the driven nonlinear w
in this case. It follows from the discussion above that t
proof of the existence of the autoresonant solutions m
include two steps. The first is showing the existence of
boundary line, where our solution is close to the globa
resonant wavetrain solution defined above, i.e., where all
differencesDA[A2Ā, DB[B2B̄, Dg[g2ḡ, Db[b
2b̄, as well asF ~modp!, are small. The second step
demonstrating thatDA, DB, Dg, Db and the change inF
remain small in the region of existence of the globally res
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nant wavetrain solution~the autoresonant region in the fo
lowing!. In other words, one must prove the stability of t
autoresonant solution.

Let us address the problem of existence of the reson
boundary line, first. We are interested in the internal exc
tion of the daughter wave, i.e., when the pump wave
launched from an external boundary, where it is out of re
nance with the daughter wave~the latter is assumed to b
negligible on this boundary!. Then, the initial excitation pro-
cess is that of generating a small amplitude daughter wav
the pump propagates from the boundary. Such initial exc
tion can be treated within a weakly nonlinear theory.
studying this limit, we can use the set of variational equ
tions derived above. Nevertheless, the conventional
monic decomposition approach~see the example in the Ap
pendix! is more convenient. The main formal differenc
between the weakly nonlinear regime and the fully nonlin
autoresonant evolution~see the discussion at the end of Se
III ! is in the role of the interaction termseaA,B cosF in Eqs.
~49!. In the nearly linear regime, these terms scale ase/a,
where a is the amplitude of the oscillations. We identif
these singular interaction terms in Eqs.~49!, as the main
reason for the phase locking@i.e., F→0~modp!# between
the daughter and the pump waves which takes place as
pump approaches the region where it resonants with a lin
daughter wave~a line in the x,t dependent case studie
here!. This phase trapping effect was discussed in the sin
field theory1 and we expect the same phenomenon take p
in the two-field case. In this work, we shall illustrate th
phenomenon in application to the driven KdV equation~see
the Appendix!, but a similar treatment can be performed
the general case. We shall see that, as the pump wave cr
the linear resonance line, in addition to the phase trapp
the objectsLA andLB evaluated atv5v0 , k5k0 become
small, while the initial inequalityeaA,B@1 may be reversed
In this case, the linear resonance line serves as the reso
boundary line discussed above in the context of autore
nance and we can proceed to the question of stability
autoresonant solutions beyond the linear resonance, w
the interaction terms in Eqs.~49! can be neglected.

In studying the stability, we assume that the setĀ, B̄, b̄,
and ḡ is already found and write the solutions of our evo
tion equations asA5Ã1dA, B5B̃1dB, b5b̃1db, g
5g̃1dg, and F5F̃1dF, whereÃ, B̃, b̃, g̃, and F̃ are
slow and smooth ~nonoscillating!, while d(•••)
;exp@if(x,t)# represent small oscillating eikonal type com
ponents. In addition, by defining the local wave vector a
frequency of these oscillations vian[2f t andk[fx , we
shall assume that the smooth objects vary on the space–
scales much larger than those given byk21 andn21 ~this is
the usual WKB approximation!. Then, one can separate th
smooth~averaged! and oscillating components in our syste
of Eqs. ~49!, ~50!, ~52!, and ~53!. We use the definitionsv
5v02F̃t1 indF'v01 indF and k5k01F̃x1 ikdF'k0

1 ikdF and write the lowest order averaged equations

v0ỸA2k0Z̃A11'0, ~59!

v0ỸB2k0Z̃B'0, ~60!
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Ỹt1Z̃x52ea sin F̃, ~61!

v0~B̃1L̃g!1k0L̃b50, ~62!

g̃x1b̃ t50, ~63!

where the objects with tildes are evaluated
v0 ,k0 ,Ã,B̃,b̃,g̃. Similarly, the lowest order linearized equa
tions for the oscillating components are

2 i ~nỸA2kZ̃A!dF5(
p

dApdp1dGA, ~64!

2 i ~nỸB2kZ̃B!dF5(
p

dBpdp1dGB, ~65!

2 i(
p

~nỸp2kZ̃p!dp1@n2Ỹv2k2Z̃k1nk~Ỹk2Z̃v!#dF

52eadF, ~66!

v0dB2 i @n~B̃1L̃g!2kL̃b#dF1(
p

~v0L̃gp1k0L̃bp!dp

50, ~67!

ndg2kdb50, ~68!

where we have assumedF̃!1, and used the notationsp
[$A,B,b,g%, dp[$dA,dB,db,dg%, d[v0Ỹ2k0Z̃, and
(•••)p[](...)/]p. Note that the lowest order oscillatin
componentsdGA,B in Eqs. ~64!, ~65! comprise linear
combinations ofx,t-derivatives ofdp, dv52 indF, and
2 dk5 ikdF and, thus, have the structure@see~48!#

dGA,B5 i(
p

Cp
A,B~n,k!dp1DA,B~n,k!dF, ~69!

whereCA,B(n,k) andDA,B(n,k) are homogeneous first an
second order polynomials ofn andk, respectively, with co-
efficients being slow functions of$Ã,B̃,b̃,g̃%.

We discuss the system~59!–~63! for the averaged com
ponents first. The comparison of Eqs.~59!, ~60!, ~62!, and
~63! in this system with Eqs.~54!–~57! shows thatÃ,B̃,b̃,g̃
only slightly differ from the autoresonant solutionsĀ,B̄,b̄,ḡ
defined above. Then, to lowest order, Eq.~61! yields

F̃'2~ea!21~Ȳt1Z̄x!, ~70!

i.e., F̃;O(s/e), where, as defined earlier,s!1 is a dimen-
sionless parameter characterizing the adiabaticity of the
tem’s parameters@i.e., (Ȳt1Z̄x);s#. Therefore, our as-
sumptionF̃!1 yields the condition

s/e!1, ~71!

which will be assumed to be satisfied in the following.
Next, we proceed to Eqs.~64!–~68! for the oscillating

components. We observe thate in the RHS in Eq.~66! is the
only explicit small parameter in this system and rescale
problem by introducingd p̂[dp/e1/2, n̂[n/e1/2, and k̂
[k/e1/2. Then the oscillating equations become
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2 i ~ n̂ỸA2k̂Z̃A!dF5(
p

dApd p̂1e1/2dĜA, ~72!

2 i ~ n̂ỸB2k̂Z̃B!dF5(
p

dBpd p̂1e1/2dĜB, ~73!

2 i(
p

~ n̂Ỹp2k̂Z̃p!d p̂2@ n̂2Ỹv1k̂2Z̃k2 n̂ k̂~Ỹk1Z̃v!#dF

52adF, ~74!

v0dB̂2 i @ n̂~B̃1L̃g!2k̂L̃b#dF1(
p

~v0L̃gp1k0L̃bp!d p̂

50, ~75!

n̂dĝ2k̂db̂50, ~76!

where, see~69!, dĜA,B5 i (pCp
A,B( n̂,k̂)d p̂1DA,B( n̂,k̂)dF.

Next, we assume that

n,k;O~e1/2!, ~77!

i.e., n̂ and k̂ are ofO(1). Then, Eq.~74! yields the scaling

dF;O~d p̂!, ~78!

so dGA,B;O(d p̂) and, therefore, one can neglectO(e1/2)
termse1/2dĜA,B in Eqs. ~72! and ~73!. The resulting system
yields real local dispersion relation forn and k, which has
the form D( n̂,k̂;x,t)5D(n/e1/2,k/e1/2;x,t)50 and, there-
fore, justifies the assumed scaling~77!. Furthermore, this dis-
persion relation is a first order PDE for the eikonal functi
f ~recall thatn[2f t andk[fx!. It can be solved along the
characteristics~the rays of the WKB approximation! starting
at the linear resonance line. SinceD( n̂,k̂;x,t) is real, the ray
equations are also real, yielding real solutions forn and k.
This proves the stability of the autoresonant solutions in
region accessible by the characteristics beyond the lin
resonance line.

We conclude this section by making the following tw
remarks regarding the above-mentioned scalings of var
objects in the autoresonant region beyond the liner reson
line. Firstly, on using~78!, one finds that even for not ver
small values ofdF, say udFu<p/6'0.5 @which still allow
the use of our approximation sin(dF)'dF to the accuracy of
more than 1%# the amplitudes of the oscillationsdp are
smaller thandF by factor e1/2. This guarantees the validit
of our expansions in powers ofdp, i.e., the validity of the
assumptionsdp/p!1, for p;O(1). Secondly, in discussing
the scalings ofn andk, we have assumed that all other c
efficients in Eqs.~72!–~76! are of O(1). This is the strong
nonlinearity assumption. Now, we can relax it to inclu
weakly nonlinear situations. Indeed, the objectsYp andZp in
Eqs. ~72! and ~73! involve first derivatives of the average
Lagrangian with respect to the dependent variablesp. These
objects are ofO(1) even in linear problems. On the oth
hand, the coefficientsdAp , dBp in these equations involve
second derivatives of the averaged Lagrangian with res
to p and, thus, vanish in the linear limit. Therefore, Eqs.~72!
and ~73! yield the scaling

n,k;O~ead /Y p!, ~79!
e
ar

us
ce

ct

whered andY p are typical values ofdAp ,dBp andYp ,Zp ,
respectively. On the other hand, Eq.~66! gives

dp/p;~eadF!/~nY pp!, ~80!

which, on using~79!, becomes

dp/p;p21~ea/dY p!1/2dF. ~81!

Therefore, sincedF may be ofO(1) ~see above!, the condi-
tion dp/p!1 requires

p21~ea/dY p!1/2!1. ~82!

We shall refer to the last inequality as the moderate non
earity condition. For instance, in a weakly nonlinear ca
whenp;a2 ~a being the characteristic amplitude of the o
cillating fields!, a;a andYm;1, condition~82! becomes

~e/da3!1/2!1 ~83!

and, obviously requires a sufficiently large amplitude.
Finally, we recall that, in addition to the sufficient non

linearity requirement, we based our stability analysis on
adiabaticity assumption for the autoresonant oscillationsdp.
In other words, we have assumed a weak variation of
coefficients in Eqs.~72!–~75! on the space–time scales a
sociated with n and k. Then, ~77! yields the condition
se21/2!1, which is satisfied because a stronger inequa
~71! is already imposed. This completes our analysis of
autoresonance in a 2-field system given by Lagrangian
form ~10! and we proceed to an application of the theory

V. RESONANTLY DRIVEN KdV EQUATION

This section presents the application of the avera
variational principle approach developed in Sec. II–IV
studying autoresonant solutions of the driven KdV equat
~8!. This is a two-field problem with the Lagrangian@see
Eqs.~9!, ~10!#,

L ~u,ux ;v t ,vx ;x,t !5L1ev cosc~xt!, ~84!

where L5 1
2v tvx1 1

2vx
21vx

31vxux1 1
2u

2, the fieldsv and u
are related to the original field variableh via h5vx and u
5vxx5hx , and we have setb51 for simplicity. The aver-
aged Lagrangian for studying the autoresonance in this
tem can be written in the form@see Eq.~42!#,

^L &5L1ea cosF, ~85!

where we have neglectedR, since ~see Sec. IV! this term
leads to only a slight shift of the smooth autoresonant so
tions. As mentioned earlier, formally, the averaged Lagra
ian L5^L0& of the unperturbed problem in~85! is the same
as that characterizing free modulations of the KdV equati5

and we can use the expression forL from that theory. Nev-
ertheless, in order to use notations consistent with the de
opments in Sec. III, as well as, for the completeness of p
sentation, we give a brief derivation ofL.

On using the definition@see Eq.~15!#,

vx5b1kVu
0 ~86!

to express

v t52g2vVu
05d2~v/k!vx , ~87!
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whered[2g1(v/k)b, and definingh[(v/k)21, we re-
write L0 as a function ofu, ux andvx only,

L05
d

2
vx2

h

2
vx

21vx
31vxux1

1

2
u25L0~u,ux ,vx!.

~88!

Note a slight difference from the general theory of Sec.
where we have viewedL0 as a function ofU0, Ut

0 andVt
0.

Next, similarly to~30!, we define the canonical momenta

pu[Lux

0 5vx ~89!

and

pv[Lvx

0 5d/22hvx13vx
21ux[B, ~90!

and construct the Hamiltonian@compare to Eq.~31!#,

H0[uxp
u1vxp

v2L05~B2d/2!vx1~h/2!vx
22vx

3

2u2/2[A. ~91!

Now, we define new slow objectsB[2B1d/2 and A
[2A, so the last equation becomes

u2/21Bvx2~h/2!vx
21vx

35A, ~92!

or, by returning to the original field variable,

hx
2/21Bh2~h/2!h21h35A. ~93!

Thus, A can be viewed as the ‘‘energy’’ of a quasipartic
performing spatial oscillations in an effective potential we

Veff~h!5h32~h/2!h21Bh. ~94!

Finally, on using ~91!, we expressL05uxp
u1vxp

v2A

5uxvx1(d/22B)vx1A and take the average

L5^L0&5^uxvx&1~d/22B!^vx&1A. ~95!

Here ^vx&5^h&5b,

^uxvx&5^uxh&

5k~2p!21E
0

2p

uuhdu

52k~2p!21E
0

2p

uhudu

52k~2p!21 R hx* dh, ~96!

and

~hx* !252A22Bh1hh222h3 ~97!

is the solution forhx
2 from ~93!. Thus,

L52kW~A,B,h!1~d/22B!b1A5L~A,B,b,g!,
~98!

where

W~A,B,h![~2p!21 R A2A22Bh1hh222h3dh

~99!
,

is the canonical action of the abovementioned quasipart
@the analog of the action integral~35! in the general theory#
with the integration in~99! performed over one oscillation o
the quasiparticle in the effective potential.

Expression~98! can now be used in the perturbed ave
aged Lagrangian~85! for studying the autoresonance in o
system. The desired set of the slow evolution equation
obtained by substituting~85! in the averaged variationa
principle ~25!, taking variations with respect toA, B, F, and
j ~recall thatb5jx andg52j t!, and adding the consistenc
relation @compare to Eqs.~47!, ~50!, ~51! and ~53!#,

LA512kWA50, ~100!

LB52b2kWB50, ~101!

2Lax1Lkx52ea sin F, ~102!

2Lgt1Lbx5~b/2! t1~bv/k2g/22B!x50, ~103!

gx1b t50. ~104!

Here, being interested in the nonlinear evolution beyond
linear resonance line, we have neglected the te
eaA,B cosF in Eqs. ~100! and ~101!. We shall discuss the
initial wave excitation stage later within the weakly nonli
ear theory. Note, that the partial derivativesWA and WB in
Eqs.~100! and ~101! have simple meanings. Indeed,

WA5~2p!21 R ~hx* !21dh

5~2p!21 R dx5~2p!21l~A,B,h!, ~105!

WB52~2p!21 R ~hx* !21hdh

52~2p!21 R hdx52~2p!21lb~A,B,h!, ~106!

wherel(A,B,h) is the ‘‘period’’ ~wavelength! of the spatial
oscillations of the quasiparticle in the potential~94!, while
b(A,B,h) is the average value ofh associated with these
oscillations. Thus, our system of evolution equations can
rewritten as

l~A,B,h!52p/k, ~107!

b~A,B,h!5b, ~108!

B5~v/k!b2g, ~109!

~kLv1bLg! t1~L2kLk2bLb!x

5k~Lvt2Lkx!5eka sin F, ~110!

gx1b t50, ~111!

where Eqs.~107!, ~108! replaced Eqs.~100!, ~101!; Eq. ~109!
@the analog of Eq.~52!# was written by combining Eqs.~103!
and ~104!, while Eq. ~110! is an equivalent form~the mo-
mentum equation5! of ~102!. Finally, after simple algebra, in
Eq. ~110!,

kLv1bLg52kWh ; L2kLk2bLb52vWh1A,
~112!
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where, by definition,

Wh5~2p!21 R ~hx* !21~h2/2!dh

52~2p!21 R ~h2/2!dx

52~2p!21lP~A,B,h! ~113!

and P(A,B,h) is the average value ofh2/2 associated with
the oscillations in the potential~94!. Finally, the averaging in
Eq. ~90! yields P(A,B,h)5(1/6)@hb(A,B,h)2B# and,
therefore,~113! becomes

Wh5~12p!21l~A,B,h!@hb~A,B,h!2B#. ~114!

At this stage, we shall discuss the smooth autoreson
solutions in the autoresonant region. We shall return to
full solution of the slow equations later, when studying a
plications to purely temporal or spatial modulations. T
smooth autoresonant solutionsĀ,B̄,b̄,ḡ in our theory are
described by a set of Eqs.~54!–~57!, obtained similarly to
the complete set of the slow evolution equations, but by
glecting all the first order corrections in the averaged L
grangian and by using the frequency and the wave ve
v0 ,k0 of the pump wave instead ofv,k. Thus, in our case
we have the following complete set of the smooth equati
@compare to Eqs.~107!–~109! and ~111!# beyond the linear
resonance line:

l~Ā,B̄,h0!52p/k0 , ~115!

b~Ā,B̄,h0!5b̄, ~116!

B̄5b̄v0 /k02ḡ, ~117!

ḡx1b̄ t50. ~118!

The linear resonance line is viewed as the boundary for s
ing ~115–118!. Note that according to Eqs.~115! and~116!,
at the smooth autoresonant valuesĀ,B̄,b̄,ḡ, the ‘‘period’’
and the averaged value of the spatial oscillations of the q
siparticle in the potential~94! are the same as the local wav
length of the pump and the averaged value of the dri
nonlinear wave, respectively. Finally, we observe that in t
situations the problem of finding smooth autoresonant s
tions requires dealing with a pair of algebraic equations on
These are the cases of purely time or space modulations
instance, in the time dependent case,k05const, v0

5v0(t), while Ā, B̄, ḡ, andb̄, are viewed as functions oft
only. Then, Eq.~118! yieldsb̄50 beyond the resonance line
and Eqs.~115! and ~116!,

l~Ā,B̄,h0!52p/k0 ; b~Ā,B̄,h0!50, ~119!

are sufficient for findingĀ(t), B̄(t), while Eq. ~117! yields
ḡ52B̄ @note, however, thatg is not needed in findingh,
since it does not enter the quasipotential~94!#. Similarly, for
purely space-dependent modulations,k05k0(x), v05const
and one seeks solutions forĀ, B̄, ḡ, andb̄ as functions ofx
nt
e
-

-
-
or

s

v-

a-

n
o
-
.
or

only. Then, from ~118!, ḡ50, while ~117! yields b̄
5k0B̄/v0 and, therefore, the algebraic system forĀ(t) and
B̄(t) is

l~Ā,B̄,h!52p/k0 ; b~Ā,B̄,h0!5k0B̄/v0 . ~120!

Now, we return to the full system of slow evolution Eq
~107!–~111! associated with the Lagrangian~85!. Obviously,
this system is quite complex and, therefore, we limit o
discussion below to purely temporal or spatial modulatio
discussed earlier in the context of the smooth autoreso
solutions.

A. Purely temporal modulations

Herek05const,v05v0(t), while A, B, g, b, andF are
viewed as functions oft only. Then,k5k0 , Eq. ~111! yields
b50 and our system reduces to

~2p!21k0l~A,B,h!51, ~121!

b~A,B,h!50, ~122!

g52B, ~123!

Wht52ea sin F, ~124!

where Wh52(12p)21Bl(A,B,h) @see Eq. ~114!#. For-
mally, one can view the algebraic Eq.~122! as definingB
5B(A,h), which upon the use in~121! allows one to find
the relationv5V(A), i.e., an ordinary differential equatio
~ODE! for F of the form,

F t5v0~ t !2V~A!. ~125!

Obviously,V(A) is the frequency of the uniform wave trai
solutions associated with the quasiparticle in the poten
~94!. Thus, our problem reduces to the solution of a syst
of just two ODE’s~124! and~125! for A andF. Remarkably,
these equations are similar in form to the system of evolut
equations describing the autoresonance in driven dynam
systems with one degree of freedom.6 Thus, formally, the
problem reduces to that studied previously.

At this stage, for numerical applications, we adopt t
conventional representation7 of the oscillations ofh in the
quasipotential in terms of the amplitude

a[~h32h2!/2 ~126!

and nonlinearity parameter

m[~h32h2!/~h32h1!, ~127!

whereh1<h2<h3 are the roots of the cubic equation

Veff~h!2A5h32~h/2!h21Bh2A50. ~128!

In other words, we shall use new dependent variablesm and
s[2a/m instead of the original variablesA andB. Note that
0,m,1, where the lower and upper bounds correspond
the linear and solitary wave limits respectively. By defin
tion,

h15h/62~s/3!~22m!,

h25h/62~s/3!~2m21!, ~129!

h35h/61~s/3!~m11!,
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while

A5h1h2h3 ,

B5h1h21h1h31h2h3

5~1/2!h22~1/3!s2~m22m11!.

Furthermore,7

l~A,B,h!523/2K~m!s21/2, ~130!

b~A,B,h!5h11sE~m!/K~m!, ~131!

whereE(m) andK(m) are the complete elliptic integrals i
standard notation. Finally, we write the coupling coefficie
a in terms ofs andm,4

a[k21^h cosu&5~s/k!@p/K~m!#2q/~12q2!, ~132!

whereq[exp@2pK(12m)/K(m)#.
Now, Eqs.~121! allows us to express

s52@k0K~m!/p#2 ~133!

and eliminate this variable from the problem. Then, on us
~122! in ~131! we have

h5@2k0 /p#2@~22m!K223EK#, ~134!

or

F t5v0~ t !2k01~2/p!2k0
3@3EK1~m22!K2#%. ~135!

Similarly, by elimination ofs, we have

Wh52~2k0
3/3p4!@3~EK!222~22m!EK3

1~12m!K4#. ~136!

Therefore, upon substitution into Eq.~124!, we obtain

mt52e~a/Whm!sin F. ~137!

Equations~135! and ~137! comprise the desired system
ODE’s for m and F. The same system of equations w
obtained in Ref. 4 by using the conventional perturbat
theory, which provides an additional test of the variation
approach. Our nonlinear evolution equations are valid
yond the linear resonance point. The evolution of the sys
in the initial excitation region can be conveniently treated
using the weakly nonlinear theory~see Appendix!. This
theory yields the following equations for the wave amplitu
a and mismatchF in the time dependent case@see Eqs.
~A11!#;

at52e sin F,
~138!

F t5D24.5~k0a!2@D13k0
3#212~e/a!cosF,

where D5v02k01k0
3. It is the presence of the singula

term with a21 in the second equation in~136! which guar-
antees~see Ref. 1! the trapping into the resonance as t
pump wave approaches the linear resonance point (D→0),
provided the excitation starts out of resonance anda'0 at
the initial integration point. Finally, we check that the tra
sition from the weakly nonlinear system~138! to fully non-
linear Eqs.~135! and~137! is smooth. We use the expansio
of the elliptic integrals8

K5~p/2!~11m/419m2/641••• !,
t

g

n
l
-

m
y

E5~p/2!~12m/423m2/641••• !.

Then, toO(m2), Eq. ~135! yields

F t5v0~ t !2k01k0
323m2/32. ~139!

On the other hand,~133! givesm'4ak0
22 and therefore the

RHS of~139! coincides with the RHS of the second equati
in ~138! at the linear resonance point (D50), if the interac-
tion term in ~138! is negligible. Similarly, Eqs.~136! and
~132! yield

Wh5k0
3m/32,a5~2k0!21a, ~140!

in the small amplitude limits, which after substitution in
~137! gives the first equation in~138!. This proves the
smooth transition from the weakly nonlinear to fully nonlin
ear theory at the resonance. Remarkably, the above ana
also shows that instead of switching between the wea
nonlinear and fully nonlinear theories at the linear resona
point we can include the initial wave excitation stage in t
fully nonlinear theory by adding the term2(«/a)cosF @see
Eq. ~138!# to the fully nonlinear evolution Eq.~135! for the
phase mismatch,

F t5v0~ t !2k01~2/p!2k0
3@3EK1~m22!K2#%

2~«/a!cosF. ~141!

The interaction term in~141! is of O(«) in the nonlinear
region and, therefore, is negligible, while for small values
the amplitude, as shown above, Eq.~141! coincides with the
second equation in~138!, where one can neglect the nonlin
ear term. Consequently, to the desired accuracy, Eq.~141! in
combination with Eq.~137! are valid uniformly, for all
times, and comprise our final system of equations form and
F in studying the temporal autoresonance in the driver K
problem.

Now we present a numerical example. Figure 1 sho
~thin solid lines! the evolution of the nonlinearity paramete

FIG. 1. Temporal autoresonance in the driven KdV system. The freque
of the pump wave is slowly increasing in time, while the wave vector
constant. The daughter wave amplitudea, nonlinearity parameterm, and
the phase mismatchF are shown vs time. The dotted lines are numeric
solutions of the weakly nonlinear system, while the solid lines repres
fully nonlinear calculations. Emergence of a solitary wave solution is s
asm→1.
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m amplitudea and phase mismatchF characterizing a reso
nantly excited KdV wave by using a pump wave with co
stantk051.2 andv05k02k0

310.002t. The local resonance
between the pump wave and the linear KdV wave~i.e., when
D5v02k01k0

350! in this example takes place att50. We
used «50.01 and initial conditions~at t052400! a
50.0125 andF50.8p in these calculations. One can see t
initial excitation and phase trapping stage in the figure fot
,0 followed by the autoresonant evolution beyond the lin
resonance point. In the autoresonant region one can also
the stable autoresonant oscillations of the solution around
slowly evolving average. Finally, one observes the appro
of m to unity at large times. This indicates the autoreson
transition to the solitary solution. Note that in them→1 limit
the wave amplitude scales as@see ~133!# a
5@k0K(m→1)/p#2. On the other hand, since, in the sam
limit, E→1, Eq. ~135! yields K223K→(p/2)2k0

23@v0(t)
2k0# and, therefore, we have the approximate limiting a
toresonant relation a23(k0 /p)a1/2'0.25@v0(t)/k021#,
which has been verified in our calculations. We also co
pared our fully nonlinear calculations with the predictions
the weakly nonlinear theory@Eqs. ~138!#. The weakly non-
linear results are shown by the thick dotted lines in Fig.
We discontinue the weakly nonlinear calculations att
5500. Nevertheless, one can see in the figure that
weakly nonlinear theory gives reasonable predictions eve
the values of the nonlinearity parameter as large asm50.8.
Finally, note that only an increasing frequency of the pu
wave yields the transition to the desired autoresonant ev
tion. Indeed, the weakly nonlinear phase mismatch Eq.~138!
gives the autoresonant relationa2'(2/3)k0D beyond the lin-
ear resonance point~i.e., for a@«!. Therefore, for positive
values ofk0 , D must be positive beyond the linear resonan
point and, consequently, the frequency must increase in t

B. Purely spatial modulations

In this casev05const,k05k0(x), while A, B, g andb
are viewed as functions ofx only. Then, Eq.~111! yields
g50 and Eqs.~107!–~110! reduce to

l~A,B,h!52p/k, ~142!

B5~v0 /k!b, ~143!

b5b~A,B,h!, ~144!

Mx5«ka sin F, ~145!

where h5v0 /k21, M[B/61A and we have usedWh

52B/(6v0) @see Eq.~114!#. Then, formally, the first three
algebraic equations allow to eliminateB and b from the
problem and expressk5k(A), i.e., obtain an ODE forF,

Fx5k~A!2k0~x!, ~146!

while Eq. ~145! is viewed as the spatial evolution equatio
for A. Similar to the time dependent case, these equat
again are of the form describing the autoresonance in dr
dynamical systems with one degree of freedom.6 Now, we
again use the representation via dependent variablesm and
s[2a/m defined above instead of the original variablesA
and B. Then, Eqs.~142! and ~143! yield s52@kK(m)/p#2
-

r
see
he
h
t

-

-
f

.

e
at

p
u-

e
e.

ns
n

and (k/v0)@h224s2(m22m11)#52h24s(22m
23E/K), respectively. By combining these two expressio
we obtain the following algebraic relation:

N~k,v0 ,m![~k/v0!@h2216~kK/p!4~m22m11!#

22h18~k/p!2@~22m!K223EK#50.

~147!

Next, we substitutek5k0(x)1Fx and expand aroundk0 to
first order inFx , yielding

Nk0
Fx1N~k0 ,v0 ,m!50. ~148!

We can also view~147! as definingk5k(m), and, therefore,
Eq. ~145! can be written as (Mkkm1Mm)mx5«ka sinF,
where, by differentiation in~147!, km52Nm /Nk . Thus, to
lowest order, Eq.~145! yields

~M0m2Mk0
N0m /Nk0

!mx5«ka sin F, ~149!

where the subscript 0 means evaluation atv0 , k0 . The last
equation, in combination with~148!, comprise a system o
first order ODEs for the pairm and F. The solution of the
system~148!, ~149! proceeds at the linear resonance poi
The boundary values form andF, at this point, are obtained
by using the weakly nonlinear theory presented in the A
pendix. For purely spatial modulations, this theory yields
following set of the slow amplitude and phase misma
equations@see Eqs.~A12!#,

~123k0
2!ax53k0k0x

a2« sin F,

~123k0
2!Fx5D19k0a224.5~k0a!2~D13k0

3!21

2~«/a!cosF, ~150!

where, as before,D is the linear dispersion function. Simi
larly to the time dependent case, the singular term witha21

in the second equation in~150! is responsible for the phas
trapping in the initial wave excitation stage. Finally, w
check the smoothness of transition from the weakly non
ear limit at the resonance point to fully nonlinear theory. W
take the small amplitude limit of~147! near the linear reso
nance point

N0[N~k0 ,v0 ,m!

52~k0v0!21D~D12k0!

1~3/16!k0
2v0

21~v025k0
3!m2. ~151!

Then, at D50, N05(3/16)k0
3v0

21(126k0
2)m2, while Nk0

52v0
21(123k0

2)1O(m2) and, therefore, upon substitutio
of m'4ak0

22, Eq. ~148! reduces to the second equation
~150!, if one neglects the interaction term. The latter can
included, at this stage, as a small correction in the ph
mismatch Eq.~148! in the vicinity of the linear resonanc
point. The result is@compare~148! with the second equation
in ~150!#

Fx52N0 /Nk0
2~123k0

3!21~«/a!cosF. ~152!

Finally, we verify the smooth transition between Eq.~145!
and the first equation in~150!. First, we use the definitions o
A andB in terms ofh i @see the expressions below Eq.~129!#
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and calculate the small amplitude limit of the objectM
[2v0Wh1A5B/61A in the LHS of ~145!,

M'~1/72!@h22k3v01h3/32~2/3!k6#

1~m2k4/384!~12k225!. ~153!

Next, we expand~153! aroundk0 ~recall k5k01Fx! and
evaluate it at the linear resonance point, i.e., forv05k0

1k0
3,

M'2~k0
4/64!~123k0

2!Fx1~m2k0
4/384!~12k0

225!.
~154!

Now, we use~148! to find

Fx52N0 /Nk0
'2~3/32!@~126k0

2!/~123k0
2!#k0

3m2

~155!

at the resonance, and substitute this expression into~154!,
yielding

M'2~k0
4/64!~123k0

3!m2. ~156!

Finally, we use~156! in ~145!, substitutem'4ak0
22 anda

'(2k0)21a and, to lowest order, recover the first equation
~150!. This completes the proof of the smooth transition b
tween the weakly nonlinear evolution Eq.~150! and the fully
nonlinear system~149!, ~152!, applicable beyond the linea
resonance point.

Now, we present a numerical example. A typical case
shown in Fig. 2, where the dotted lines are the numer
results obtained by solving the weakly nonlinear syst
~150! for the casev5v050.231, k521.120.0001x, «
50.001 and initial conditions~at x51500! a50.0021 and
F50.8p. In this case, the linear resonance point is ax
50, while the linear KdV wave group velocity,vk51
23k0

2, is negative, so we set the initial conditions on t
wave at the positive value ofx and solve the equations int
the negativex direction. The figure illustrates the phase tra

FIG. 2. Spatial autoresonance in the driven KdV system. The wave vect
the pump wave is slowly varying in space, while the frequency is const
The daughter wave amplitudea, nonlinearity parameterm, and the phase
mismatchF are shown vs coordinatex. The dotted lines are numerica
solutions of the weakly nonlinear system, while the solid lines repres
fully nonlinear calculations. The weakly nonlinear solution at the line
resonance pointx50 serves as initial data for solving fully nonlinear equ
tions as the nonlinear wave propagates in the negativex-direction.
-

s
l

-

ping stage prior the linear resonance point, which is follow
by weakly nonlinear autoresonant evolution. We discontin
the weakly nonlinear calculations atx521000 and use the
intermediate results atx50 as the initial conditions for solv-
ing the fully nonlinear system~149!, ~152! in the interval
24000,x,0. These results are shown in Fig. 2 by the so
lines. Note that, similarly to the temporal modulations, w
obtain a significant increase of the nonlinearity parametem
at large negative values ofx. Nevertheless, one does n
reach the solitary wave limitm→1 in this example, becaus
the autoresonant wave approaches the ‘‘turning’’ po
shortly beyondx524000, wherem'0.86, while the coef-
ficient (M0m2Mk0

N0m /Nk0
) multiplying mx in Eq. ~149!

vanishes@note that (M0m2Mk0
N0m /Nk0

) is proportional to
the wave group velocity in the linear limit#, so this equation
becomes singular, violating the ordering assumptions of
theory. The existence of a singular point is only one of t
complications in the purelyx-dependent case, as compar
to the time dependent situation discussed earlier. Ano
difference is the multiplicity of linearly resonant values
the wave vectork0 for v0 in the range uv0u,2/(3))
'0.385. The case shown in Fig. 2 belongs to this range
multiple solutions. In addition tok0521.1 for the same
value ofv050.231, at the linear resonance point, there ex
two more resonant valuesk050.246, and 0.854. This
branching of the resonant values of the wave vector at
linear resonance point indicates the possibility of hav
multiple autoresonant solutions beyond the linear resona
for the same driving frequency. Indeed, calculations, sim
to those in Fig. 2, show that the autoresonance can
reached on all these additional branches of solution.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed the theory of autoresonance fo
class of driven two-component nonlinear waves given
Lagrangian~10!. The autoresonant solutions in such syste
comprise quasiuniform wavetrains of the unperturbed~un-
driven! problem, which at the same time are globally pha
locked with the pump~driving! wave in an extended regio
of space–time.

The present work is a generalization of the previo
theory1 of the autoresonance of scalar driven nonline
waves and is also based on the averaged variatio
principle.5 We relate the multifield autoresonance problem
that in a two degrees of freedom dynamical problem a
develop a perturbation expansion approach to the wave
toresonance based on the integrability of the associated
namics. The wave problems studied in this work are char
terized by unperturbed Lagrangians of the for
L(ut ,ux ,u;v t ,vx ;q) involving a potential field variablev.
The potential field corresponds to a cyclic variable in t
associated two degrees of freedom autonomous dynam
problem, which is integrable. This dynamical integrability
the main feature which allowed the development of o
variational approach to the wave autoresonance.

We have shown that, similarly to the single-field a
toresonance, the autoresonant excitation of two-compon
driven waves proceeds at the boundary of the region of
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terest, where one launches a quasiuniform pump wave
wards the region where it resonates with~initially ! linear
two-component daughter wave. Typically, this region is
three-dimensional surface in four-dimensional space–tim~a
line in thex,t dependent case studied in detail!. At the linear
resonance surface the multicomponent daughter wave is
cited efficiently and, under certain conditions, the syst
enters the autoresonant interaction stage. Beyond the r
nant surface, in the autoresonance, the pump and the da
ter waves are globally phase locked and the driven w
automatically adjusts its parameters~the amplitude, its aver-
aged value etc.! to preserve the nonlinear resonance con
tion. The autoresonance needs the adiabaticity and suffic
nonlinearity of the system@inequalities~71! and ~83!#.

We have illustrated our theory by examples of the te
poral and spatial autoresonance in the driven KdV syst
The predictions of our variational theory in the temporal a
toresonance example agreed with previous results base
the conventional perturbation expansion method in appl
tion to the driven KdV case.4 The spatial autoresonance
the KdV system was studied for the first time. It involve
complications associated with~a! the possible branching o
the autoresonant solutions, and~b! the existence of singula
turning points in the problem.
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APPENDIX: WEAKLY NONLINEAR LIMIT OF DRIVEN
KDV PROBLEM

In this Appendix we shall derive the slow evolution sy
tem for the driven KdV equation in the weakly nonline
limit. This system is much simpler than its fully nonline
counterpart and, consequently, the initial nonlinear wave
citation stage involving the trapping into the resonance
the entrance into the autoresonant stage are most easily
lyzed in the weakly nonlinear limit. We assume a sufficien
small amplitude solutionh of the driven KdV Eq.~8!, ex-
press this solution in terms of the auxiliary fieldv ~i.e., h
[vx!, and introduce the usual harmonic decomposit
@compare to Eq.~14!#,

v'j1~1/2!@a1 exp~ iu!1a2 exp~ i2u!#1c.c., ~A1!

where u5c1D, ua1u!1 and ua2u is assumed to scale a
ua1u2. Then

h5b1~1/2!@a1 exp~ ic!1a2 exp~2ic!#1c.c., ~A2!

where a1[( ik0a11 iDxa11a1x)exp(iD) and a2[(2ik0a2

12iDxa21a2x)exp(2iD). Next, we substitute~A2! into ~8!
and separate different harmonic components in the resu
equation. The zero~averaged! and the first harmonic compo
nents yield, to leading order in the wave amplitude,

b t1~b11.5ua1u2!x50, ~A3!
o-

x-

so-
gh-
e
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iDa11Dk0
a1x2Dv0

a1t10.5Dk0xa126ik0ba1

23ik0a1* a252e, ~A4!

where, as previously,D[v02k01k0
3 and we set the ampli-

tude of the pump waveb51, for simplicity. Similarly, by
making the nonresonant approximation for the second h
monic component, i.e., by dropping thex,t derivatives in the
slow equation for the second harmonic component we ob

a251.5k0a1
2/~v02k014k0

3!. ~A5!

Finally, we use~A5! in ~A4!, and introduce the real ampli
tude and the phase mismatch of the wave, i.e., writea1

[ ia exp(iF), where Im(a,F)50, separate the real an
imaginary parts in Eq.~A4! and arrive at the following sys
tem of slow evolution equations for the real variablesa, F,
andb:

at1~123k0
2!ax53k0k0xa2« sin F, ~A6!

F t1~123k0
2!Fx5D26k0b24.5~k0a!2~D13k0

3!21

2~«/a!cosF, ~A7!

b t1bx13aax50. ~A8!

Now we discuss the evolution predicted by Eqs.~A6!–
~A8!. We start at the boundary where the amplitudea is
negligible and the linear wave is out of resonance with
pump wave~i.e., D is large!. Then, before the pump wav
reaches the linear resonance line in thex,t plane, whereD
50, we can neglect all the quadratic objects in the evolut
equations~i.e., a2 andb!, yielding

da/dt[at1~123k0
2!ax53k0k0xa2« sin F, ~A9!

dF/dt[F t1~123k0
2!Fx5D2~«/a!cosF, ~A10!

which is a system of first order ODE’s along, genera
curved characteristicsdx/dt5(123k0

2), dt/dt51, in thex,
t-plane. A similar set of evolution equations is familiar in th
context of one-dimensional mode conversion.9 Thus, we can
use the results of this theory, which predicts the phase t
ping F→0(modp) as the pump wave approaches the line
resonance lineD→0. This phase trapping is a direct cons
quence of the presence of the singular term with«/a in the
phase equation. In addition to the phase trapping, an effic
excitation of the driven wave takes place in the vicinity
the linear resonance line so that«/a becomes small asD→0
and one needs to include the quadratic terms in the the
i.e., to consider the full system~A6!–~A8! of evolution equa-
tions.

The simplest form of these equations is obtained
purely temporal or spatial modulations. Indeed, in the form
case,k05const,v05v0(t), while a, F, andb are viewed as
functions oft only. Then, Eq.~A8! yieldsb[0 for the entire
time, sinceb vanishes initially. As the result, our evolutio
system~A6! and ~A7! becomes

at52« sin F,

F t5D24.5~k0a!2@D13k0
3#212~«/a!cosF. ~A11!
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We use this system in Sec. V for comparison with the p
dictions of the fully nonlinear variational theory. Similarly
for purely x-dependent modulations,v05const,k05k0(x),
while a, F, andb are viewed as functions ofx only. Then,
Eq. ~A8! yields

b521.5a2,

which allows us to write~A6! and ~A7! in this case as

~123k0
2!ax53k0k0xa2« sin F,

~123k0
2!Fx5D19k0a224.5~k0a!2~D13k0

3!21

2~«/a!cosF. ~A12!

Numerical solutions of this system are presented in Sec
Furthermore, in the same section, these solutions are us
-

.
as

boundary conditions at the linear resonance point, for solv
the fully nonlinear system of slow evolution equations.
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